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Abstract. In this paper we describe the implementation of a service-based application integration solution for the complex domain of Earth Observation
(EO) application systems. The presented approach is based on an EO integration framework. It supports the concatenation of disparate software applications to flexible EO process chains. Resulting EO services are provided to end
users by means of Web Service technology. We demonstrate that current standard technology is not sufficient to dynamically publish and interactively invoke EO services over the Web. We describe necessary extensions and adaptations.

1 Introduction
An Earth Observation (EO) integration framework is a service-based application
integration approach for the interdisciplinary domain of EO application systems [1].
It facilitates the development and execution of EO services by supporting the integration of disparate applications to EO process chains. EO services are based on the
intensive use of large data sets from space. They process raw EO data sets into increasingly specialized products until a certain level of quality is achieved. This processing requires the tight cooperation of several distributed experts, and intensive
computation across a coordinated sequence of both, interactive and automatic processing steps. Appropriate examples for such EO services are the generation of
weather forecasts, forest fire detection, and oil slick monitoring. Fig. 1 illustrates a
simplified process flow of a representative EO service. It depicts the generation and
use of forest fire observation products.
Radar images and meteorological vectors are regularly sensed and acquired by related acquisition stations . Data Providers monitor the creation of these EO data
sets, and ensure their correct ingestion into the Central Server . The Central Server
pre-processes the received data for fire detection purposes, and forwards them to an
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